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It is the psychic coming forward that brings the force of sur-
render.

*

The power of experience is not gone — but what is most im-
portant now is to develop the psychic condition of surrender,
devotion, love and cheerful confidence in the Mother, an un-
shaken faith and a constant inner closeness, and also to bring
down from above the peace, wideness, purity etc. of the higher
Self which is that of the Mother’s consciousness. It is these things
that are the basis of the siddhi in this Yoga — other experiences
are only a help, not the basis.

*

It is the psychic surrender in the physical that you have begun
to experience.

All the parts are essentially offered, but the surrender has to
be made complete by the growth of the psychic self-offering in
all of them and in all their movements separately and together.

To be enjoyed by the Divine is to be entirely surrendered
so that one feels the Divine Presence, Power, Light, Ananda
possessing the whole being rather than oneself possessing these
things for one’s own satisfaction. It is a much greater ecstasy to
be thus surrendered and possessed by the Divine than oneself to
be the possessor. At the same time by this surrender there comes
also a calm and happy mastery of self and nature.

*

No surrender to the psychic being is demanded, the surren-
der is to the Divine. One approaches the Divine through faith;
concrete experience comes as a result of sadhana. One cannot
demand a direct experience without doing anything to prepare
the consciousness for it. If one feels the call, one follows it — if
there is no call, then there is no need to seek the Divine. Faith is
sufficient to start with — the idea that one must first understand
and realise before one can seek is a mental error and if it were
true would make all sadhana impossible — realisation can come


